[Controlling Epileptogenic Excitation Based on Neural Mass Model].
Overexcitation of neurons in brain can lead to epilepsy seizures,and the key to control epilepsy seizures is to keep the balance between excitation and inhibition.In this paper,epileptiform index is presented to denote the seizure degree and used as control variable of PID controller to control epilepsy seizures.Neural mass model(NMM)is used as a test-bed to simulate the change of seizure degree with the increase of excitatory strength and two control strategies.Experimental results showed that the increase of excitatory strength could lead to a substantial increase of epileptiform index and trigger seizures.PID controller which is used to decrease excitatory strength or increase inhibitory strength can keep excitation-inhibition balance and inhibit epilepsy seizures.Epileptiform index can describe the linear and nonlinear feature of electroencephalogram(EEG)comprehensively,and PID controller is simple and independent of underlying physiological structure,which lays the foundation for its application in the clinic.